
Dance Scratch - Arts At The Old Fire Station on Wednesday 9 Feb 2022 7.30pm

Oxford Dance Forum are delighted to be back at the OFS to share an evening of new ideas

and invite feedback, comments and discussion from the audience. We have three local

makers sharing work: Susie Crow, Pragna Das and Helen Edwards.

Pragna Das - Bhoboghure

Moving ahead- sometimes it happens that we get stuck in a situation or a thing, this piece

describes that feeling and the urge to move ahead and how that process happens. The

dilemma of being comfortable with people around and when you are forced to move ahead

without them as they were gone in the delinquent.

Music: Music by Pragna Das and Mohit Gangani and recorded in India.

Pragna trained in 2 Indian classical Dance Forms for more than 25 years and has completed

Sangeet Prabhakar in Kathak from Prayag Sangeet Samiti and Bhaskar in Bharatnatyam from

Pracheen Kala Kendra. Later, she has received training from Guru Smt. Saswati Sen and Guru

Smt. Durga Arya and Aditi Mangaldas Ji. She is performing professionally for last 13 years in

dance festivals in India and Europe. She has assisted and performed in the movie Elar Char

Addhyay. Her dance style also includes Flamenco and Uday Shankar Dance style.

https://www.facebook.com/KalinkaBCN KALINKA BCN (google.com)

Susie Crow  (Ballet in Small Spaces) - Technical studies project

Over the course of the pandemic and under the limitations of lockdown I have been creating

miniature dances arising from balletic technical challenges, that could be practised and

performed at home.  Western classical musicians have written and published technical

studies, making them available to all who wish to try playing them.  I hope to make my

dance studies similarly publicly available online, and am investigating appropriate formats

and platforms for doing this.

Dancers:   Evie Tucker, Ségolène Tarte, and Thomas Page  Music:  Anatoly Lyadov, Trevor

Hold, Erik Satie, Georgy Catoire, Francis Poulenc and Jean-Philippe Rameau.

https://www.facebook.com/KalinkaBCN
https://sites.google.com/view/kalinka-bcn/home


Susie danced with Royal and Sadler’s Wells Royal Ballet. Twice a finalist in the Madrid

Choreographic Competition; works made for SWRB, Dance Advance, National Youth Dance

and Ballet companies. Ballet in Small Spaces (BiSS) projects: The Solos Project, Dante in the

Chapel, Inside Out and Commedia tour, Two old instruments. Based in Oxford she teaches

students, professionals and adult learners; runs the Oxford Dance Writers website; has

collaborated with musicians, visual artists and other dancers in creative research, and was

recently awarded a PhD for her research on the ballet class

https://balletinsmallspaces.wordpress.com/ https://oxforddancewriters.wordpress.com/

Helen Edwards - Finding Stone

We are of the earth

Exploring a dialogue with stones found by the sea

Carrying these stones with me

My body feeling their weight, density, atmosphere and stories,

I am slowed by them,

Anchored in presence

The dance emerges from the body in the liminal spaces between the memories of stone and

water

A residue of this ancient knowledge

The strata of life and layers of time

Helen Edwards is an English born visual and movement artist from the North of England. She

has danced in nature all her life and over the last 25 years has trained in Japan, Indonesia,

Europe and the UK exploring Butoh, Amerta Movement and improvised and environment

dance and art. She has shown work internationally in a range of contexts from outdoor wild

spaces, to a range of gallery and dance spaces to the Houses of Parliament. Her work

explores the dialogues arising as the bodily senses and imagination encounter aspects of

ecology.

www.instagram.com/artallotment www.art-allotment.org.uk

If you have further feedback or comments please email to oxford.dance.forum@gmail.com

and we’ll pass it onto the artists.

Keep in touch with ODF -

follow us on Twitter: @OxDanceForum Instagram: oxford.dance.forum

Fb page: @oxforddancecpd Fb group: ODF - Oxford Dance Forum

Website: www.oxforddanceforum.com

Oxford Dance Forum would like to thank Arts at the Old Fire Station and all their team for

supporting this event. The next Dance Scratch will be on Wed 28th Sept 2022.
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